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-colonial historian to 
keynote honors day 
by Keith Spurgeon 
A Pulitzer Prize winning 
American historian will be the 
keynote speaker at the Lawrence 
University Honors Day 
ce_remonies ·next .Thursday . 
Michael Kammen, Chairman of 
the Department of History at 
Cornell -University, wi ll address 
the Lawrence comm unity on the 
topic , "The American 
Revolution , National Cultur e 
and Social Tradition". ' 
consultant to the Nationa l En-
dowment for the Humanities 
ABC Television and vario u~ 
educational serv_ices , been a 
History Judge for the 1975 
National _Book Awards, and is 
host and moderator for the 
National Publi c Radio series 
" The States of the Union". ' 
Kammen , a specialist in 
American Colonial history, was 
described in one journal as "the 
single most prolific historian of 
his generation. " Since 1959 
A~E REPORTER HAWLEY. is not sno~ed by salesman ·stuart si·ncti·ng. Photo by Jim Thurow Kammen- has written or edited 
1 
' twelve books ranging in subject 
Kammen was recommended to 
the University by Assistant 
Professor of History Douglas 
Greenberg., who studied under 
Kammen as a graduate student 
at Cornell . When asked to 
describe Kammen as an 
educator , ~reenberg call ed him 
an " extraordinarily good 
teache:'' , but added that , " my 
own view of him is more per-
sonal ; he is the single most im-
portant influence on my own 
intellectual developm ent. " 
Greenberg expla ined that he 
suggested his former teacher 
because of Kamm en's obvious 
qualifications and " because this 
is the Bicentennial , and he 
seemed an appropriate speaker 
for 1976. " 
.-s+u· dents· -p1 ·1~chase $· 12·- 000 :l~r~t~~~~~1!i!fi~1~~~~~1 
. L UJ. 1 ' ~~:ado~~i:::i~nq~? c;~c:;tci;~ 
h f I · -Civilization, was awarded the WOrt b Si Verw~~e· and }1·n·e· n ~~~i~!e:u~;!~~1~~:~:~~~~~1~fZJ UJ. 1 _ mto 33 languages by the United 
by Jeff Hawley 
"For only $3.19 per week you 
can have this lovely $519.55 
complete linen and silverware set 
in three years·." 
A representative from Lin- -
crest, a man_ufacturing company 
situated in Indianapolis, Indiana 
that sells monogramed linen bath 
mats and sterling silverware, 
aadressed a crowd of 78 students 
at Colman lounge last Tuesaay 
night. 
Stuart Sinding, .a salesman 
from the company, managed not 
only to keep the attentidn of a 
"mug-seeking" audience (note : 
if twenty or more students at-
tended,. each student was to 
receive a "beautiful 14-ounce 
glass " bo:ttoni · tankard" free of 
charge) but he also managed to 
sell $6,600 worth of merchandtse 
to 13 students. • ~ 
· th_e _company was · operating 
w1thm Lawrence's soliciting 
rights was brought to the at-
tention of Charles Lauter, dean of 
student affairs, on Wednesday · 
afternoon by student Andy Riebs 
'76. Most soliciting is conducted 
from a table in the lobby of either 
Downer or Colman, and not in the 
form of a demonstration-lecture. 
Lauter met .for a half-hour with 
company representative Sinding 
at 3 pm on Wednesday afternoon. 
Sindini was to speak at Ormsby 
at 3 pm , the Fiji House at 6:30 
pm , and at Kohler later that 
night. According to Lauter 
Sinding did not have permission 
to solicit on this campus. He and 
his company · had failed to 
regis~er at the Dean's office , as 
required by University 
regulations. 
In fact, the company 
totaled $519.55 . Been found the 
merchandise that he quoted 
totaled only $300.00. 
Interested and "coii"sumer-
minded" students Mark Hom , '77 
and Andy Riebs '76 jointly 
_ published a mimeographed 
documerit entitled, " Were you 
cheated?" Wednesday night. 
This pamphlet urged purchasing 
students to take note of several 
facti-. Sinding, for example, said 
the company promised the 
purchaser a credit rating . The 
-manager of Great Midwest 
Savings & Loan (on College 
Avenue) said that such a credit 
· reference is meaningless , and 
will have no effect when the 
purchaser tries to get credit 
elsewhere. 
States Information Agency. The 
forty-year old Kammen has also 
published articles and book 
reviews in 36 different journals 
and periodicals . 
In addition to his teaching 
duties Kammen has worked as a 
Kammen, whose public lec-
tures have b~n heard across the 
United States, Europe, and the 
Near East, will highlight the 
Honors program wh ich will take 
place at the Lawrence Chapel on 
20 May at 4:30 p.m. 
In an hour long demonstration 
'iinding lectured on - the fine 
points of a bath1owel , ("it's all in 
the binding") the features of a 
shower curtain , and the ad-
vantages of a thermal blanket. 
Also covered were the ·optional 
uses of a toilet lid ·cover, (it can 
be u_sed as a frisbee) the slip-
periness of satin sheets, and the 
makings of _ a high-quality 
contacted Lauter about a 
year ago and requested per-
mission to send a representative 
of their firm to speak on this 
cam·pus . Lauter requested a 
statement from the Better 
Business Bureau that the com-
pany Wl!§ reputable, and another 
statement that their company 
was bonded. The company , in 
turn , sent Lauter only their up-
dateq catalog and their 
representative Sinding. 
On the other hand , said Lauter , 
"if the company is reputable, 
they will contact us again . And if 
the company is not reputable, 
they probably will not contact us 
again ." Lauter -also stated that 
students should be warned of 
other solicitors on campus -
particularly magazine salesmen 
who go selling door to door, 
especially during fall term . 
"Chances are", said Lauter, "if . 
you give $5.00 to them, you might 
as well kiss it goodbye." MICHAEL KAMMEN, Honors Day lecturer . 
napkfn." _/ 
At the- end . of his talk, Sin ding 
asked the people who. were still 
not interested in purchasing his 
"package-deal," to leave ·quietly 
and the people who were in-
terested to staj .. Alter talking for 
another hour and a half, an-
swering crucial questions about 
installme!!_t plans and guaran-
t~. Sinding signed up a total of 
' 13 Lawrentians to his $519.55 
lin~n-silverware package . 
Most of these students, were 
not graduating :;eniors about to 
be married, but were freshmen 
thinking only of the future. " I feel 
!l's _a_good investment. That stuff 
1s mcreasing at · an exorbitant 
rate, so why not make plans to 
purchase it now? You are going 
tQ faave to buy it some day," 
reports -one freshman who now 
wishes -to remain anonymous . 
The company, or rather a 
Wisconsin state law, requires 
,that a minimum of three days be 
alloted to a customer wishing to 
drop out. of an expensive in-
StaJhnent plan, and get-his money 
b~ck. Sinding reported that 
L10encrest was even more 
generous. "Usually we'll" allow · 
YOU as many as 5 to 6 days if need 
to get your mon.ey back.". 
. 1Uon concerning whether 
Sinding also made the rounds 
at the Delt House on Tuesday at 3 
pm and af the Phi Tau House at 
6:30 pm. He managed to commit 
ten of the 24' Phi · Tau's at the 
meeting to the· "$519 special", 
according to Phi Tau John .An-
dereck, .'77.-
Chris Been head resident of 
Colman, and manager of public 
events was concerned about 
students getting ·"ripped off" 
from Linencrest . ·Been stated 
that, "there is a gooo chance that 
the company is not a fraud . That 
is, the merchandise that you pay 
for you probably will receive. But 
I would_guestion whether or not 
the amount of money the pur-
chaser pays for the merchandise 
is not really that much less than if 
the person would buy the mer-
chandise at a top-quality store -
not on sale." Been, in fact , in-
vestigated this possibility. He 
reportedly went to Pranges, and 
Gimbels and gathered price 
quotations ori merchandise 
ne!!rly identical in quality to_ the . 
items identified in the contract · 
and shown Tuesday night at the 
demonstration . The Linencrest 
contract, including the C.O.D., 
deferred payment price, etc., 
PlanninHT ask Force takes off 
by Marfha Fischer 
Definitions , discussion , and . 
direction-finding highlighted the 
organizational meeting of the 
Long·Range Planning Task Force 
last Monday afternoon ." Par-
ticipants, about 30 in number, 
included Lawrence students , 
faculty, administrators, and 
alumni. The trustees were unable 
to be present because they. had 
. been given such short notice of 
the meeting , said Smith , 
President who chaired the 
meeting. 
In its 2 January meeting, the 
Analytic Studies Committee 
recommended that " a long-range 
planning body be appointed soon 
to consider·the problems that will 
face the' University in the 1980's 
. and to .propose alternative 
courses of. action the institution 
_ can take to - meet these 
problems." Two weeks later, the 
planning team decided to .accept 
the recommendati_on, further 
stipulating that the group be 
"chaired by the Presi!fent of the 
University," 
After prefacing his remarks 
with a brief history of the body 's 
origin, Smith said, " I like the 
term 'task force ' better tha·n 
'committee.' We have a task to 
do , and we will need to exert 
energy and force. The problems 
we are facing · are extremely 
important and fundamental to 
this ins.titution." 
" We are leading (most 
· universities) in this ," Smith 
continued .- "Our conclusions will 
be useful to us and to the entire 
business ~of higher education , 
perhaps even public education." 
Accordtng to Smith, ideas and 
responses from the community 
will find their way to the .task 
force via three channels : 
1 ), E·very meeting will be open 
to the public and press. 
2) Any member of the com-
munity should feel- free to ap-
proach Smith , executive 
secretary Sherwin Howard, or 
any member of the task force . 
3) At certain meetings, the 
public will be asked fo express 
itself directly concerning the 
position papers. In addition , all 
data , documents, and books that 
the task force is using will be put 
on reserve in the library so that 
anyone can look at them. 
Essentially, said Smith, the 
task force will ·come up with 
guidelines. "Then when a new 
signal comes, we'll know how to 
react to it. We will be able to 
avoid surprises, and most of all , 
(avoid) precipitous reactions,'' 
he said. 
Sub-task force 
President Smith outlined five 
major areas of study and 
research for the task force . These 
include : 
1) Student demand and 
demographic constraints on size. 
Sherwin Howard , David White, 
and Harry Kisker will work with 
this group. . 
2) Methods of finance .- Wrolsted 
will chair this ; Jim Dana and 
Dave Wheeler will also be on this 
sub-group. · · 
(continued on page SI 
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.your food Service down its representative members Alum insight to approximately eight. Anyone To the Editor: 
' who is on board is eligible to 
Have you ever wondered why serve on the Committee. All that Having subjected mysel 
Downer started serving is required is a strong interest in whims of Lawrence fem 
vegatarian meals on a a co-operative, open-minded four laborious years, I f 
system·atic basis? Or how bagels approach tb a - method for pil;torial parade of Mary 
and cream cheese appeared , as if creating a food service that . et. al. in the library h' 
by divine intervention, one serves the needs and wants of the especially when I .consjd 
morning at ·breakfa~t? Or. how community. , growing pains Downer ca 
'help-yourself' cottage cheese The food service is a service. It experienced during my-ten 
and diet salad dressing became exists to serve the students _and , Appleton. Certainly, M 
standard items · at lunch and the University . If it is not doing_ curves r1Wresent a work 0 
dinner? Or how French toast and its job, it is up to the students to There is much to study, 
cheese have started making use the , vehicles provided to something to enjoy: these 
regular appearances on the express their dissatisfaction. The motion in immobility, the 
brunch line? Committee on Food Service has of light. Unfortunately, 
The ideas behind these .and effected many changes at the quite contrary appea 
many other improvements are requests of students . It is the represents affectat 
those of Lawrence students . The student's responsibility to con- characteristic of those with 
force responsible for the im- tinue to make their feelings connection. 
plementation of their ideas has known . How about you?. . .Is Woman awareness 
been the Commit:'tee on Food Downer your idea of the perfect pfogresse_d at a ·remarkal:lle"t 
Service. On April 9, 1975 L.U.C .C. college food service? If not; why the past four years. I have 
amended its third bylaw and not? Do the Committee on Food believe displaying Mary's ob 
established.. the present Com- Service, Downer, and especially d' art represents a drama 
·mittee on Food Service. Ac- yourself a favor; speak up. setback f?r women at Lawrenee 
cording to the present bylaw, the The Food Committ~ If they wish to ·be recognized a 
purpose of the Committee on ---:- anything . but ;! body capable 0 Food Service is "to serve in an · satisfying_ unruly male desires 
advisory and consultive capacity why do women pose for men? 
to the Director of Food Services . p f f for •art's sake? 
The membership of the Com- roo , Of purge In 1974, the inimical views of 
mittee is to include the Director To the· Editor: , Lawretjce male on the Lawren 
of Food Services and ffve people, Concerning: Purge! female were published , in th 
including . an L .U.C.C. The Purge Lawrence Com- tawrentian (gniting ·seriou 
repres~ntative, select~d by the . mittee has asked me to present discussion of the author's sanity, 
Comi:mttee on Committees. The the "Pseudo-scientific" proof Until that writing, any debate on: 
candidates are to be ~~osen t~ :- that a large share of the student 'male-fe_male relationships at 
reflect a r:aso.~able hvmg unit body begs for therapuetic Lawrence was disjoined. Two 
repr~entation · . purging. I hopped on. the WATS years la!er and four years wiser 
This year_ the Comi:ruttee _on line and assembled a research fin.d myself thinking about tbi( 
F?od Service, workmg with group composed of crack article. Some women never 
Michael Voth and Chuck Nasett, scientists shrinks the last forgave me for writing it. 
assi~tant managers . of __ food remaining' pollster i~ America, However, I believe they would. 
ser_v1ce~, _has made ~igmficant and a handful of cheap cynics not forgive Mary Probst either. 
strides 1~ its effort_ to implem_ent who constantly left the room. A r:elative of Susan B. All-
stud:nts suggestmns. for im- , The results were staggering: thony, I committed · an 'un-
p~ovmg the Food ~ervice. Along many Lawrentians do not have forgiv~ble act" by telling women 
with . numerous improvem_ents glands. Their growth is deter-. to be women. Obviously a 
mentioned aboye, the Committee mined by John Denver albums cultivated individual, Mary 
on Food ~~~vice has made an and a-curious elixir consisting of Probst has achieved what words 
effort to soh~1t _a broader scope of Co-op cheese logs and spray could not. She has shown 
~.tudent, op1~10n , Jhrough ~he ·starch. They suffer from un- Lawrentians what it takes to be a 
Eater s Digest . suggestion natural levels of naivete latent woman: overcsized breasts and 
board. All suggestions from the Required Chapel desires' and . a buttocks. .. . .. 
board are collected weekly and phenomenon called "The Bess -
given serious consideration at the Myerson Syndrome" in which the 
Committee on Food Service 
Sincerely, 
-JEFF JACKSON, '74 
· Chicago, Illinois 
. vjctim salivates during ·the 
meetings. If a student feels that beatific vision scene in "Song of 
~~[u he-she-has a request or idea that Bernadette.". ii\ , . . is too invoJved to ?resent to. the Polls show that. some un-1.JJ board, the Committee provides dergrads harbor an ambition to 
time at each of its meetings to relocate 1·n Salt 'Lake c1·ty by Jeff Hawley were freshmen, and rather in- t t · b 1 1 f d h II . f h h It en er am ver a proposa s rom Property taxes and wall-to-wall S rt G k d This week some of us ha t e te 1gent res men at t at. t d A · h t · Uppo ree ay 
f h · t h 'bl s u ents. sign-up s ee is Mormons would be no obstacle. _ .. 
i~1~!u\\0°n a~~~:~~ ! .~~:~ ~~=~~!~~;:h:t :::ii:~ :r:~pl: · posted on the -"Eater's- Digest" One researcher, with a wife and To The Editor: • 
f b · d · f' d ' board to request time to speak, or kids to feed, (ound ev1'dence of an Th1·s . Saturday,· May 15, 1·s arti st" perhaps not in the sense o may e mtereste m m mg a d t t J ' 
· a "crook " selling us a miracle- special deal on inucp-needed stu ents may con ac im intense "life wish ," heretofore Greek_ · Day . The La~ence 
working tonic for $6.00 a bottle , linen and silverware. But a fresh- Brouwer (e~t. 354> for a time sl~t. found only in evangelists and . University Panhellenic Council 
then fl ying off to Buenos Aires, man? Fortunately for them such Right now the major. efforts of certain elements of- the Carter would like to inform the campus 
but an artist in the sense of a conscientious students as Andy the committee on Food Service campaign . _ . of the day's events. From 9:00 -
" salesman" selling this liberal Riebs and Mark Holm, along with are being · focused on two areas. Forty-three percent c9nsidered 11 :30 a.rri. the Lawrence Greeks 
arts campus anywhere from 12- Colman's head resident Chris One project ii, the formulation of Anita Bryant "too forward." will be cleaning up the garbage 
$13 ,000 worth of linen, bath mats , Been, were skeptical of this a response to the student petiti.on (Pat Boone edged Mao in the and debris _oehind Sage and 
toilet lid covers and silverware- company from the· start. · They 'presented in November, 1975. The eleventh hour.) Likewise, . many Trever. We hope this will instill 
merchandise to those of us who perhaps saved these students petition demanded a review -of favored the teachings of Martin interest in other Lawrentians to 
could do without such items for a from making a $500 mistake-a the financial operation, food Luther over the ·avant-garde keep thei( campus beautiful. At 
few years . mistake a college student cannot quality, service efficiency, and George · Gobel , although Gobel's n·oon there will be a picnic for the 
Stuart Sinding, a represen- afford to make. flexibility of the food service. A philosophy of "random giggling" Greeks . In the evening from 8:00-
tati ve from the Linencrest The university does an preliminary response was merited ·some praise . The 12:00 there will be an All-School 
Company, majored in mortuary adequate job of keeping these presented three weeks ago and Republicans were deemed Dance in the fraternity quad 
science at the University of panhandlers off our campus. the final response , pending "extremely rabid ;" those polled sponsored by LU Greeks and 
Minnesota. He has taken several Unlike large , public universities, current expenditure data for the opted for a Recreation vehicle S.E:C. The band is Salvador 
speech classes, and starred on this university has strict present school · year, will be monarchy in which the citizens Folfx. Beer and munchies will be 
the debating team in his spare soliciting regulatio"ns. W~ are presented within the next two would don protective head wraps, availa.ble. 
time. Sinding is an amazing lucky in a sense. But what hap- weeks. , . or "paper bags" as one youngster If everyone remembers , the 
person . He sells Linen crest pens when you leave this next? The other major topic of put it. They did encounter a rights ofothers, we'll all have.lots 
me.rchandize primarily on Are you going to be that easily .discussion is a proposed method tragic case of an Ormsby youth · · of fun. Iio·pe to see you there!! 
college campuses to those more swindled into making an of entrance and exit ·security , in who discovered art unspecified Sincerely, 
naive than we . He receives a unusually large purchase for the form of a partition , to be amount of "Irony" in his laundry Panhel 
handsome salary , and probably a some merchandise that perhaps constructed in the lobby of stash whereupon he phoned his 
commission from Linencres t you do not need? Unless you know Downer. This partition will ma-ke parents who effected a , hasty 
whose products he sells. where Maximilian's millions are, possible many options in serving . transfer to the theology depart-
At his demonstrational meeting I would suggest you be slightly methods and food items, such as ment of Detroit Diesel School. 
last Tuesday night Sin ding turned less willing to sign up . for a salad bar and other self-serve Quick thinking saved him from 
a bunch of us whole-hearted anything calling for an amount of foods , that are now infeasible due rejection by his peers . His purge 
cynics into near-believers. And $500or more - whether it is·going · .to the sieve-like nature of level shot off the graph. 
he made some half-hearted to be paid immediately or in 100 downer 's entrance and exit The conclusions from the 
cynics sign their earnings away . year installments . pattern . The Committee on Food panel : life is not a sta-prest shirt 
Sin ding 's approach centered In the mean time , you 23 proud Service has discussed the im· as commonly held, but a bad seat 
almost entirely on the power of "linen owners" should give some plications of such a partition and, at Bedtime Story hour . The 
suggestion. He bombarded his thought to the purchasing agreeing that it will greatly in- commission recommended 
audience with words and phrases decisions you may have to make crease the quaHty and variety of nothing extreme in the way of 
like , " investment," "sav.ings," someday < if you hav·e not food service meals, has met with hedonism or prescription glasses, 
"money-back guarantee," and already). Such crucial decisions the University architect to but suggested a return to "benign 
"no interest. " He also included like buying insurance , an discuss design strategies. decadence." They urged the 
such statements as "you can 't automobile, a house are not that · ., Membership on the committee practice ~dvocated by · the poet 
buy this quality of linen in- far in the future. And if you make on Food Service this .year has Mayakovsky who said -we must 
stores," and, "this is the lowest a poor decision, it may haunt you · been considerably higher than "Chicagoize the soul .  " ' 
price at which this quality · of for the rest of your 'life. the five representatives ·The soul was not available for 
linen can be purchased." "Snakeoil Sam" made his stipulated by L.U-.C.C. Next .year comment. Toodle'-loo. · 
strong debutlast week; next time' however, with a more. definite Dr. Borst.a• Bo· y The ironic part of this situation h · d · ~ 
is that many of . the purchasers ~ shows up, I hope he goes back . r~ocCe ure ·and purpose .in_ mind, HoverlngUnderLaputa 
. , ~1th_ zero_. .. : . . . , · e ommit'tee _ plans on_ holding on &be Road to·,78 
,l yj!$~_:f: .;~ t ; ,,,f:,r..,~,I ! 
) 
! ; 
.J 
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ROCKY, an institution in the soon-to-change Viking ·Room. 
Photo by Mory Ellen Carolan 
I 
Plays to-be .perfOrmed o·utside· 
by Leslie Bouton . There is double casting · in all 
Three miracle plays, religious three plays. In the third and final 
dramas traditionally performed play Susan Saunders, previously 
out-of-doors, will be brought from a fallen angel, assumes the i;ole 
York, England -to the foot of of the serpent who, "In a worm's 
Union · Hill next weekend by likeness will . . · . wend, and at-
director Karen Williams and her tempt to feign a rousing lie." The 
cast. The plays, performed in Archangel Michael, depicted by 
England since the mid-fourteenth Maura Silverman, and the other 
c.entur~ and set to paper in a angels and devils , Ann Bissenger, 
hterahve verse , by an Janet Clarkson, Sara Collins 
anonymous author in the middle Rick Lawrence Jacquie Robb, 
of the fifteenth century , portray ~ and Carl Szat~ary, all seem: 
the events of the Creation and however, to be typecast. 
may hinder the presentation of 
the three miracle plays next 
Friday and Saturday eveni~gs, 21 ' 
and 22 at 7 :00 p.m . In the case of 
rain on one of the two evenings , a 
performance will be postponed 
until Sunday night at 7 :00 p.m., 
or, in the case of rain on both 
evenings, both performances will 
be postponed until the following 
· Friday and S_aturday evenings, 28 
and 29 May. When the sun doth 
shine, bring a blanket and a 
" festive" state of mind. 
culminate in the temptation and Only a storm from the heavens 
fall of man. They are three of 
forty-eight plays comprising the 
York cycle, customarily enacted 
by the various trade guilds on 
Corpus Christi and Whitsuntide, 
.re'l,igious · holidays which the 
merry folk of- the Middl'e 'rAges 
commemorated with festivals 
and pageants. 
After an introduction by the 
cornett, sackbut , and recorders 
of the musicians Jack Schroeder, 
Mark Fonder, Tom Flavin, and 
- Susanne Fusso, Dorian Ross, 
portraying an angry God, and 
John Petracek, portraying a 
sardonic Lucifer, assume the 
lead roles. The first of the three 
- plays, "The Creation and Fall of 
Lucifer," is followed by "The 
.Creation of Adam and Eve," 
starring Patty Nelson and Steve 
Anderson . Both Nelson and 
Anderson have found it 
challenging to, respectively , 
portray. Eve, a woman of whom 
everyone has their own con-
ception, and to depict the "total 
innocence" of Adam, who is 
-enthralled with everything in a 
totally new world. 
MORALITY PLAYERS in their natural setting . 
<file Good W 0111311 of Setzua11 
) 
, b'y Deb Davidson 
BertoJd Brecht's "The Good Woman of Set-
zuan" is a complex exploration of our ~on~eptions ?f 
good and evil. The heroine Shen Te s dilemma 1s 
more than a personal one; the frequent conflict 
between the desire to be good to oneself and good to 
others is universal. Shen Te wants to be good, but , 
as she says, she cannot afford to be good all the 
time. "When not to eat is to die, who can long refuse 
to be bad? " Economic necessity force~ her at times 
to act coldly and realistically practical. But as the 
good Shen Te, she cannot be as brutal and selfish a_s 
is-;.Recessary to :mrvive ; so she creates an ~vii 
- identity, that of her cousin Shui Ta, to do her dirty 
work for her. In an atmosphere of extreme p~verty 
Shen Te thus manages to survive; but not without 
cost to those around 'her .· . 
Shen Te'·s world is our world ; polluted , defaced, 
corrupt. Three of the highest gods come down to 
earth to seek at least one person "who can stand the 
place". These gods are·strangely human . They are 
tired and discouraged as they s_ea~ch _for goodness . 
ahd struggle to maintain their d1gmty m the fac~ of 
despair. '.!'he people around Shen Te are ~r~spmg 
and weak - but are they true para~ites or v1ct1ms of 
a. crushing system?- They expect and demand 
Koodness of Shen Te and are helpless without her_. . 
Yet, if Shen Te were merely good withou! t~e 
economic aid of-her cousin's evil, all would perish m 
ho_pless poverty. The dilemma remai~s then 
for Shen Te ; she is expected to survive, which is not 
possible without doing evil. The gods finally sanc-
tion this dualism . The result is that th~re can be no 
a bsolutes in this paradoxical world. Even the good 
must do evil in order to continue to do good . 
Mona Stender is quite good as the anguished 
Shen Te , who is completely torn by her god-given 
responsibility to do good. Lon Fiala strongly por_-
trays the s trutting , confident. but rather callous 
young pilot whom Shen Te loves . The excellent . 
supporting cast portrays an amusing assortment of 
characters ranging from a pompous barber to a 
beautifully wicked landlady to a m,otley assortment 
of calculating relatives . 
The sets and special· effects are clever and 
inventive . For example, the play begins and ends 
with smoke pouring out of the floor and the heaven_s 
rumbling menacingly . Kif!1 Sherrr~an also ~ioes an 
impressive job of composmg music that enhances 
the Oriental atmosphere of the play . 
Brecht uses fast-paced and humorous dialogue 
to expl_ore man 's necessity to be al_truistic in a world 
· where economic demands create mtense pressure to 
be self-serving and harsh . Under David Feldshuh 's 
direction "The Good Woman of Setzuan" is an 
exciting 'and thought-provoking commentary on 
modern man 's paradoxical value systems. It will be 
performed . tonight and tomorrow night i_n Stans-
bury . -1 / 
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New bar for Viking robm 
N~xt year's Viking Room 
hab1 tues will notice som e 
changes in both personnel and 
layout of the Viking Room itself. 
There is also a possibility that · 
wine will be served in addition to 
beer. 
Bob Graveen, '77, the new 
Viking Room manager will 
oversee the changes , which in-
clude expanding the bar area. 
The bar used in the winter term 
production , Smart Craft War-
nings will be installed during the 
summer. 
It has been suggested that wine 
be served in the Viking Room . 
.According to Graveen , however , 
this would be difficult to arrange. 
The Viking Room now has a class 
B liquor license, which only 
provides for serving beer . To 
3erve wine, Graveen said , they 
would need a class A license. This 
would involve a much more 
Wrol s tad , vi ce-pres ident for 
business a ffairs " for the fin al yes 
or no. " . 
Changes in the Viking Room 
are possible largely because it is 
a profit-making business. The 
Viking Room brings in about 
$40,000 per yea r in gross sales , 
and yi elds close to $5,000 on 
profits . Changes for this past 
year included.. extended Happy 
Hours and the installation of a 
color television . 
Both Patterson and Graveen 
agree that being in charge of the 
Viking Room is no easy task. 
Graveen , who was hired as 
manager two weeks ago, is un-
derg~ing five weeks of training 
before takihg on the task single-
h a n dedl y. As Gra veen com-
mented , " I'll definitely need the 
experience." 
stringe~t securit~ policy and is Ph .1 d also qwte expensive. z o an econ 
Present Viking Room • 
manager, Earl Patterson , '76,mQJQrS hono~ed 
said " there is no other student job ';J I ' 
on -campus with so much 
responsibility." The Viking 
Room is a $tudent-run enterprise. 
The student manager supervises 
25 student workers , ke eps 
records, takes care of deliveries, 
and . spends time in the Viking 
Room in case of any distur-
bances . The manager works 
closely with Marge Van Roy , 
manager of the Grill. 
Important decisions , such as 
the purchasing of the new bar are 
referred first to Earl Verkins , 
controller and then to Marwin 
Photo by Pat Miller 
Library books 
The end of the term is near! 
Students ar,e requested to 
start returning library books 
now. 
Ever y yea r a t th is tim e 
Law r enc e students are 
recognized for their academic 
achievements during their un-
de rgradua te ca r eers . Seve ral 
announ cements of pri zes , gran ts, 
fellow ships and honors have 
already appeared in print, and 
more are forth coming . Th e 
students will be re cognized 
form ally at the Honors Con-
vocation on 20 May, which will 
feature an address by historian 
Michael Kamm en of Cornell 
University . 
Three Lawrence seniors should 
be added to the growing list. 
The winners of the 1976 Farley 
Prize in Philosophy are John 
Bruce and Kevin Rhodes. The 
Farley Prize is a cash prize 
awarded annua ll y to the 
--graduating student (s ) judgEm-ey --
th e . La wrence philosoph y 
professors to be the " out-
sta nding " s tudent (s ) of 
philosophy in their class . The 1976 
prize totals $800. The 1975 Farley 
Prize winner was Lydia Howarth. 
Nancy Mattson has received an 
Olin Fellowship for advanced 
study at Washington University. 
Competition for Olin fellowships 
is open to any qualified woman 
graduate of a baccalaureate 
institution in the United States 
who plans to prepare for a career 
in higher education , architecture , 
business , engineerin g, law , 
medicine, the social professions , 
-or scientific research. 
Applicants must meet the 
admission requirements of the 
Graduate School of Arts and 
Sciences or of the appropriate 
graduate professional school of 
Washington University. The 
fellowship carries an annual 
stipend of up to $2500, and covers 
full tuition costs. The fellowships 
· are renewable for a period of four 
years or the completion of a 
program of advanced s tud y, 
whichever . is first . 
Mattson plans to use his 
fellowship for joint study in law 
and business administration . 
Sp~ng Tenn 1976 Exam Schedule 
Monday, June 7 
8:30a.m . 8 :30MWF 
1:30 p
1
m. 2:50MWF 
/ 
Tuesday, June 8 
8:30 a.m. 11 :10 MWF 
1:30 p.m. 2:30TT 
Wednesday, June 9 
8:30 a.m. 9 :50MWF 
_L30 p.m. l:30MWF 
Thursday, June 10 
8:30 a.rn . . 10:301T 
1:30 p .m. 12:30IT 
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Tn1•· WEEll •T 1LU 
be 1 October . The Watson 
Fellowship ) s awarded to out-
standing students who are. 
committed to the development of 
international understanding fof a 
year of study and travel. 
Artis( and Chamber Musi 
Series., Students may purchase 
series· tickets for as little as ,e-
($1.20 per concert) for the Artist 
Series, and $12 ($3.00 per con-
cert) for the Chamber Music 
Series_. 'ffiese special _discount 
Tomorrow 
9:00 - 11 :30 a .m.: Sorority and 
franternity members will 
participate· in ·a beautification 
project. They have arranged 
with the Physical Plant to help 
clear the garbage and debris 
from behind Sage and Trever 
as part of Greek Week. 
4.- 5:30 p.m.: There will be an all-
school picni in place of 
Downer service at the · bottom 
of Union Hill . Cold cuts will be 
the main fare . 
8 p.m. : Matrix will perform in the 
Chapel. Admission is $1 in 
advance and $1.50 at the door .. 
s p.m . - midnight : Salvador Foxx 
will be featured at the all-
school dance in the fraternity 
quad. Beer will be · sold for 50 
cents a quart. . 
Sunday 
. Noon : Children's Rec will leave 
from Plantz to visit the Green 
·. Bay Railroad Museum . 
Anyone interested is invited to 
attend. 
8 p.m.: The Lawrence University 
Concert Choir will present its 
·final concert in the Chapel. 
Faculty and student soloists 
will be featured in works by 
Bach, Ives, and several avant- · 
garde composers. 
Monday 
7 p .m .: Authentic American 
Indian Jewelry Sale sponsored 
· by Dean Pillinger for the Black 
Scholarship Fund. Zuni and 
Navajo pieces (men's ·and 
women 's ring·s , bracelets, 
regular and pierced earrings, 
nec\claces , crosses, wat-
chbands , etc . ) from the 
Albuquerque area . Reasonable 
prices . Women 's Center, 
Colman Hall . 
Tuesday 
7: 30 p.m. : International folk 
dancing will be held in 
Riverview Lounge. Come and 
bring your friends. 
8 p.m. The Coffeehouse will have 
Jive entertainment in addition 
to "delicious eats ." Come and 
have a good time. 
Wednesday 
4: 10 p.m.: "What Prospects for 
Humanists in Graduate 
Studies?" is the title of a 
lekture by Professor Craig 
Thompson, sponsored by the 
Main ·Hall Forum . Thompson, 
currently of th'e English 
Department of the University 
of Pennsylvania, and formerly 
a member of the Lawrence 
English Department, will 
speak in MH-119. 
8 .p.m. : Archer Blood, former 
consul general in }i:ast 
Pakistan, will speak on "India 
and the Super-Powers" as a 
part of the India Sym~sium in 
Riverview Lounge. 
Thursday 
7:30 p.m. : Five members of 
Alchholics Anonymous fr<>m 
the Fox Valley will conduct 'an 
AA meeting for members of 
the community to observe. The· 
meeting will not use the lec-
ture-style format typically seen 
at public meetings of AA. In-
stead, the participants will use 
the more intense, personal 
style of a " for members only" 
meeting. Questions· · and 
discussion will foll.ow. 
8 p.m.: The Coffeehouse will have 
live entertainment along wi_th_ 
"delicious· eats." Come and 
have a good time . -
COLLEGE REP WANTED for next 
fall to distribute " Student Rote'' 
subscription cards at this cam-
pus . Good income, ·no· s·elling in-
volved . For information and appli-
cation send name and address to: 
Mr. 0 . DeMuth, Area Manager, 
3223 Ernst St., Franklin Pork , 
Ill. 60131 . . 
PutaU.otlevis ~ V , \ 
uuyour . 
_ General Announcements 
.~ . .:: --
Waples counselors / . 
Waples House group home 1s 
seeking two responsible, mature 
young persons interested in 
working ·wifh delinquent boys, tp · Advance registration 
be Jive-in counselors at the•house . Advance registration for the · prices will be in effect only Wltil 
. ·30 June for the Artist·Series. The 
. Chamber Music Series tickets 
will ~tUI be available at the same 
low ptjces. in September. Order 
now for the best seats. 
Duties .include tl!toring, coun_- 1976-77 'academic year is· taking 
seling, an_d weekend supervision place through 21 May. The 
of the boys, as ·well as par- Registrar's Office will be open to 
ticipating in recreational . ac- accept completed forms from 9 
tivities with them and occas1onal a.m . to noon and 1 P-111 · to 4:40 
weekday supervision . . The p.m. Monday through Friday. Committee positions 
position, which is full-time during U.S. Army Band Positions for University 
the summer and half-time during The U.S. Army Band·· will be committees are still open for the 
the school year, begins 15 · Jiwe. giving a bicentennial concert in Committee on Honors, which 
Further information about the the Lawrence Memorial Chapel recommerrds .,..students for 
Waples House progra)ll . _may be at 8 pm, Friday, 21 May. The graduation .honors ·and honors in 
obtained from the director, concert is _ sponsored by · the in4ependent stu4i@; Committee 
William Siebers (7·3-l-9681) . Appleton Post . Crescent. on Honorary . Degre~. which 
Submit Jetter · of application and Although ,,there is ri,o admission · reviews· the granting of honorary 
.resume to Dean Hirby no later charge, tickets are required. degrees; ·:Public Occasions, and 
than 20 May. They may be _obtained from the Experim~ntal Projects Com-
Editors needed Post Crescent Offices or from the mittee, which funds students 
. Editors for the following U.S. Al"my recruiting Office at- purs·uing innovative projects ,,, 
publications are being sought for 527 West College Avenue. · '.Nhich benefit part· or all of the' 
the 1976-77 school year: TROPOS, Pap Tests · Lawrence Community : Those 
LA WRENTIAN, and ARIEL. Pap test will be _available -to who applied for positions on other 
Anyone interested or those who students at the Health Center committees which had their 
desire more information · should Saturday, 15 May from 9 a .m._to -positions filled an_d· present -
contact Brad Schade- at ext. 633. noon and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. and 6 _ members :of .committees are 
· Sky diving p.m. to8 p.m.~Women should sign strongly urged to reapply if they 
· Uie sky diving dub will leave .up in person/ with the Health . will be here next year. . Ap,: 
for jumpschool at 8:45 a.m .. Center nurses. -Those who have plicatiops may be (!_btain~ at the 
Saturday, 22 May. If the weather had a Pap test "in the last ye;,ir1 LpC~officein the Union. Contact 
holds the firsL jump will be who are or .th~ they _may be. - Rolf V.Qn Oppenfeld-at ext. 649 for 
possible. Participants should pregJlant, or who will have their further info,rmation. · . 
bring at least $35 to cover course · period at the time of ,.the test · This Wee_k needs help 
fee and gas expenses: Those who administration .should not sigp-up The Office of Public ·Jtelations 
will be able to drive should for an appointment. needs a - student worker during 
contact John Sterba, ext. 644. Up- Financial aid awards the 1976-77- scliool year to com-
dated.Jnformatiori will be posted Renewal of. financial aid pile, write and- paste up "This 
on the Union bulletin board. awards will be 'mailed to r~tur- Week." Accuracy/ speed and a 
Summer Housing ning students' on 21 May.: 'Any ·. sense of humor are impo~t 
University housing ·will not be questions . regar_ding 1976-77-: qualifications: The job will 
available · for use. by stu.dents finan.ces,should be_ l)eld until aid_ require four l}ours on Tuesday 
during the 1976 summer vacation letters are ·received: afternoons and two hours on 
period. The Deans' Office will, Downer survival guide Wednesday afternoon. Inquire at 
however, act as a "clearing The Student Activists. on Food the Office of P'ublic . Relations, 
house" for housing information, and -Population ·have printed a -Brokaw HaU basement, by 
soliciting and making ·available "Survival Guide to Downer'.' on Friday 21 May. 
information on other - vacation sale for 10 cents from . SAF AP Student teaching -
housing known to members c;if the members. Cont~ct ~ Jim Peming, · . Jl.l}liors who arc · planning · to ~ 
university community . In- Doug Honnold; Patti Behn, ·or _student teach during their senior 
formation may be obtained by Laurie Seivert to buy one. year 097!i:,77) spould see ejther 
visiting Mrs. Kasten in the Graduation events tickets Pann Mccuaig (elementary) or 
Deans' Office. ·No phone calls, Ticlrets are now available at ·Ken - •Sager (secondary) to 
· please. the box office for three events arrange for petitions to teach, 
Educational loan meeting scheduled for Commencement_, and for seminars"~in methods 
. Seniors who have borrowed-an Weekend. · Graduation dance Which are: scheduled previous to 
educational loan from Lawrence ticl<;ets for. the party to be held th~ stude_nt teaching term. 
are · reminded to attend the Saturday 12_June at the MidW/lY 
meeting ori- Sunday 16 May at 2 Motor Lodge _ are available for 
p.m. in Main Hall -119. This _ seniors and their friends , and 
meeting is extremely important parents, and for faculty at a_cost 
and 'those unable to attend the of $3.50. A Jive band will be part of 
meeting last week should attend the l:mtertainment. Copvenience 
Sunday. If you cannot attend, tickets for-_visitors are available 
contact the Financial Aid Office, for-two meals ; the outcloor buffet 
ext. 240. · picnic on.Saturday at noon; and 
Watson Fellowship the Sunday-- Brunch on Co!_ll-
Any_ junior- or student mence~entday. These tickets, at 
graduating in the 1976 school $2.50 ea_ch, .provided as a c9n- · 
year, wbo . is interested in · .the venience, not a necessity. Tickets 
. Watson Fellowship should see . will also-be available at the doo_r. 
Becky in the Dearis' Office before Music Series tickets 
the end of. spring term. The ap- Or<;lers are now being t_aken at 
plication deadline for submission the Office of Public Events -and 
of material in the fall is likely to the Box Office ' for the 1976-77 
·poEMS 
WANTED 
The WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF POETS 
is compliling ,a bo(?k of poems. If you 
have-written a poem and would like our 
selecticm committee to consider -it ' for_ . 
· publication, send your poem and a . self-
addresse~-stamped envelope to: . · 
WISCONSIN SOCIETY DF POETS 
2450 W. Wells St. 
Milwaukee,· Wisconsin 53233 
Pianist F1etcher--
plays Saturday 
A program including · music 
.from- three centuries will be 
pr,esented by Stanley Fletcher, 
pianist, ·. at. 3 pm tomorrow in 
Harper Hall. Flet~her will_ play 
works. oy Brahms, Couperin, 
B"eethoven, Paderewski and 
Binkerd. 
F-letcher· has attained 
- nationwide recognition as a 
. concert artist, teacher, composer 
ancL writer, and . lecturer on 
musicai performanc~ and 
teaching. He has been on the 
faculty· at the JUilliard School of 
Music and tlie universities of 
Michigan and Illinois and has 
written several articles on the -.... · 
teaching of piano. His recently 
published book,' "New Tunes for · 
Strings," written with Paul 
Rolland, has -attained - in-
ternational success. 
Come:See 
_ Bob. Glen. and Joe 
At_TbeNew 
c:AMPUS 
BARBER SHOP .. 
lztN. Dariee 
•t.Washingtan 
· ca.OF• 
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should get together so 'that papers. Over the summer, we· stage. Let's remember to work on 
task force could be requested to students can get experience and :,vill write three .papers, each of the broad questions." 
1co .. lnaedlrompagell deve1optwomodelsforeachsfae, administrative skills," he said. -which will vehemently support The 7 May memo sums 
3) Curriculum alternatives. .so that the problems could be "Classrooms might be directed to itself-yet · they will be con- Rresident Smith's opinion up in 
Schwartz,and Charles Lauter will · better defined. Smith responded that concept without destroying tradictory · We may settle on six these words : " . .. it is my firm 
explore this topic. _ "they sure could." ' liberal arts. ,,_ · best answers, not one ; but maybe and Jong-held belief that a strong, 
. 4) Extra-curricular structures. .Noting that other liberal arts . Steve .j}lowa, '78, t~ought that · all will pe rejected . Then we seek coherent liberal arts education 
Harry Kisker will chair; . Dean colleges have adopted vocational h!adership could apply to _.better .answers ." (preferably well-defined in its 
Laut.~r will assist. prograrvs to attract more vocational education, too. "No. Smith's. 7 May memo scope and P,urpose ) contributes 
..SJ I nter . 1 n 5 t I t u t 10 n a I students; Smith.emphasized that Leadership applies to every established two tasks for the most ·sigi:iificantly to an in-
curriculum changes are open to · .behavior in human action-not mission statement, which the dividual 's development of the relationships. Chairman is Dean . Schwartz; other members include suggestions. "I've _been asked just vocation ," Smith returned. · previous quote was only supposed qualities of perception and 
Wheeler, White, and Dean once a year for four years to·start Glowa wondered how the .Task to begin . The statement· must judgment needed at the highest 
H dr' k a law school," he said. "What Force could define its goals and "(1) announce clearly to · our- levels in our society ." 
ea ic · · ' about a banking -institute or a · · selves and those outside what we The Long Range Planning Task 
- Members of the task force will ·. decide where to go. Smith felt · · d do · 
medical school? I would prefer to mten to and we do not Force . is aimed at preparing divide up ' into these areas , keep a 'liberal art's• ·ori·entati·on. I that it . would evolve from intend to d a d (2) .d· L fo h f creating sub-task forces·. The everyone's inputs. "There are no ' · o ; n · prov, e awrence r t e uture, so that 
sub-task forces will meet in- ddon:t know-:=but let's base our simple answers," Smith said. gu
1
i~ance for making subsequent the liberal arts education and its 
ec1sions- on hard data not po icy decisions · and resource benefits may be perpetuated. "I dependently. make recom. • "There is an· almost infinite 
' - feelings ." · allocations." am confident that Lawrence 
en"'ati··ons and wri·te papers · -number of things to consider," · -m iu - • Lawrence's aim should be to · . Smith said, " We have to keep University will in ten years ·be· 
-.and present their findings to the promote leadership, Smith said. !l~ded Howard. "_Differ-ent v!e.ws the options open. We want as s~ronger than it is now. '_' Smith 
larger body. Secretaries will take . In a memo to the academic wil_l come out m the pos1t11m _little direction as possible af this smiled. "And it's strong now." · 
:A~u:,:s d~~t~~ut~ee::,01~~ :~~~~ . ~~:i'1~i~~t~~=~:nt~:in;:~io:~ St .. d . t k th' C d k 
sub-task forces. which had "drawn the consensus . . u en . s ma e , e O e wor 
-.. Over the summer, five staff of ~enior administrators'.'\ It - · - · · · · · 
·· groups will · collect data for . the reacts: . . ' · . by Jean Erickson lawyer.is .a professional _whose Honor Code, although all students 
sub-task forc~s. Next f~ll ; the _ "Lawrence fs · an · u~- Last Noyember, Steve expertise the ·, client employs. are required to sign the Code on 
sub-groups will meet with the de~graduate 1iber13;l arts college Douglass, _assistant prof~sor of Faculty members cannot make their Lawrence applications . 
su.b_-s.taffs·. to review results, .. ·and conservatory of m'usic that , mathematics, was put m the choices for students and The ·Honor Council has been 
cntici~e ~!3pers,.an~ _suggest new seeks to educate individuals to awkward position of dealing 'Yith Douglass beli'eves th~t few paying educationai visits ·to 
areas for m!estigabon. ~e total_ .become artistic, business, a cla_ss -~e suspected of cheating. students would even want "the Freshman Seminar _sections, 
task force Wl~i:neet e~ery month. · professional, scientific, and In grading a Calculus _ 12 take- faculty to function as parents ." explaining and answering 
Some .specifi~ topics to study public· lead~rs.'' . . h?me e~am. Douglass dis~overed questions -about the Code. They 
have been. designated alre{ldy. - Dana asked what the task force . eighteen tests. on which he · Instead, Douglass thinks . that are also working on a new 
The · curriculum group, -for was to do if -that definitioIJ - _suspected there had been · the enforcement. of the Code is the Lawrence application form that 
example', will construct . course changed sfgnificantly . Smith cheati~g. "Math is ;prefty cut- responsibility of the entire will place more emphasis on the 
--p.rograms . for three d~fferen\ · replied that it changed the and~i~d that way, . he says, comtnunity. He emphasizes the code. 
_sizes: 1600, 1200, and 800 students. direction without distorting the explammg that the exams can be necessity for students (to be Douglass agrees that it is 
".Th~~e are separated by 'liberal arts' concept. -'For _ coml'.!ared. probl_em-b!;probl~m willing to report what they important " to try and reach the 
significant numbers," said example ' Smith conti'nued for 1dentlcal mistakes, which belie:ve may ·be violations of the freshmen before they even get 
Smith_; "They will have to_ look at. perhaps ·' seniors . should b~ 'l:nay indicate-cheating. code. He says that students need into it, " that is, before they begin 
curricula in a _ strong light- this · directing more activities an4 ' _ U t~e students who cheated had not "fink on a friend ," but simply t? accept cheating as a part of the 
is not a lninor adjustment." getting more responsibilities. been _referred to the Honor make the teacher aware that life at Lawrence. He feels that 
P~ter Fritzell asked if the sub- "Students and adminTstrators Coun<;:ij, they would have been cheating is going on in the class . because there seems to be "no 
· · tried; and ) f found guilty they feeling of community ," the Code 
Photo by Nancy Gazzola 
WHAT IS THE GOOD ·of an Honor Code if the com-
·munitydoesn't enforce it? 
· THE DEEP, Peter 8enchley, 7. 95 
· -A new novel by the author of Jaws. 
would have been sentenced · ac- Probably the most important receives little respect. Each 
cordingly. The maximum ,penalty method of strengthening the student must be made to feel that 
for · the student is immediate Honor Code is to increase fresh- " my .behavior influences the 
-suspension for the remainder of man awareness of it. According quality of the place as much as 
the term . Students given this to Tom Seidel,, '76, Chairman of anyone else's ." Cheating can be 
sentence must re-apply to the the Honor Council , many stopped .. before it starts if en-
University if they wish to return . students coming to Lawrence are tering students can be properly 
- Douglass, however did not refer unaware that Lawrence has an educated. 
the problem to the Honor Council. 
Instead, he told the class he knew 
who the· offenders were, and 
-urged them to confess. Those who · 
confessed -were re-tested. The 
final grade for the class ~as -
determined strictly on the basis 
of the student's performance. 
Douglass ·appro-ves of the 
Honor Code, and is disappointed 
that it is not supported more 
enthusiastically. As ne says, 
" What is the good · of an Honor 
. Code if the Community as a whole 
doesn't enforce the Code? '. ' 
As Douglass se·es it , the 
maintenance of ·a strict Honor 
Code is Itot the r.esponsibility of 
the faculty alone, He explains 
thatthe role of-a professor is two-
part : to teach, and to make sure 
that grades are determined 
fairly . But he doubts that "the 
faculty's role is · to teach 
morality. " 
Using the analogy o.f the -
lawyer-client relationship, 
Douglass 'demonstrated what he 
believed · to be the proper 
relationship between the student 
and teacher . "When I hire a 
lawyer, " he sa·ys," he doesn1 t 
dictate to me." Rather, the 
Plaza 
Barber Shop 
Main Floor Zuelke Building 
103 W. College Ave. 
734-6300 
Experts in Fine _Hairstyling 
Open: Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, 
8 am. -·s p.m.; 
Monday and Thursday, 8 am. -8 p.m. 
. . . . ~ 
LYDON' JOHNSON AND THE AMERICAN DREAM, 
- Doris Keams, 12.50 . . . 
Conkeys 
-A reavealing portrait culled from mterv1ews durmg 
John~pn's last fiveyears. 
MARIA MONTESSORI, Rita Kramer, 15.00 
.:- . ~ The biograp_hy of the woman. wh.o developed a new 
· method of educatimf and earned 1t around the world , 
I - • ~ ,, ' 
CHILDREN OF.- DUNE~ Fra~k_Herb~rt,, 8.95. 
. -The last of the Scienc-e"F1ct1on trilogy which began 
with Dune and Dune Messiah~ 
' . . 
. -ROUGHING IT EASY, Dian Thomas, 1.95 
· ~A great new idea book for your High Cliff 
and Door-County camping trips . 
Graduation An·nouncements Are In. 
\ 
Cap and Gown orders are Due-by 
May 24 to avoid a $2.00 
,erv.i,e Charge. _ 
/ 
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Photo by Mory Ellen Carolan 
LAST WEDNESDAY HENRY HA~T discussed the political 
crisis in India. 
Echoes of-a Summer 
Hollywood has a fascination 
with death, and with the stylized 
way in which it can be presented. 
From Greta Garbo's slight 
romantkcoughs in Camille to Ali 
McGraw's graceful fading in 
Love Story, movies have reduced 
and Lois Nettleton). Deirdre i( 
rather precocious child, s 
posedly quite adult because. 
helping her parents survive 
dying. There is Ht.tie evidence 
her concern in . the s,cript. sK~ 
spends most of her time bad~ 
mouthing her mother and playing 
mystical word games with .her 
father. Deirdre comes off a litUe 
like a spoiled brat. Her parents 
are oddly matched; her mother 
constantly looking for specialists 
. and her father resigned to her 
fate, but treating h.er like a fairy 
princess. Naturally, their dif-
ferent approaches leads to 
trouble .in the marital bed. This 
problem is explored very 
cautiously, allowing little more 
than hand holding and- quick 
. pecks on the cheek. 
' the pain and anguish of dying;to a 
painless episode where the ace 
tress always manages . to look 
better than she has during the 
rest of the film. Echoes of a 
Summer trades in on this 
tradition adding a slight twist; 
it's a twelve year old girl who's 
going to die soon of a "bum 
ticker" . 
No matter how shopworn the 
plot-line, I had the feeling that the 
,people involved in creating this 
film theught they were being 
sincere in their treatment. Un-
fortunately , good intentions don't 
improve the quality of a film. All 
the cliches are used, supposedly 
making the movie ''linger in. your 
heart." There's the basic theme 
music, sung .rather nasally by 
Richard Harris, which wells up 
appropriately every five or ten 
minutes. There's a great deal of 
talk about death, often throwing a 
damper on what fun the girl is . 
having. As a matter of fact, there • 
is more talk in this movie than -
anything 'else. 
We are presented with three 
days in the lives of Deirdre (Jodie 
Foster) and her constantly 
touchy-parents (Richard Harris 
The,· "happy" ending , to the 
whole affair is provided by a nine 
year old Dr. Freud, named 
Phillip, who talks atlength about 
his lack of experiences and his 
compulsive lying. He wants to 
preserve Deirdre's "reputation" 
after her death. But in order to do 
that, her ·parents should stop 
"trying to bury her / while she' 
still alive". 
The script writer tries ·. to 
submerge the ba:sic p~ot beneatb: 
a · flurry -of witty banter from 
analytical . youngsters. Whe 
Deirdre and her · father have a: 
conversation it . sounds like a 
conte-st of one-upsmanship. 
Deirdre is given one monologue 
in which she reiutes the existence, 
of God. It'.s 'all a bit too much. 
Richard Harris' Irish lilt is the 
only redeeming quality of ~~ 
dialogue; his lines are for a poet 
who spins tales from the top,of his 
''Europe'' UW prof explains Gandhi's policies:;~::i.~~~:':,:~ii:1= 
. . Foster has enough talent to say 
Among the topics discussed by have been jailed. Newspapers desc~ibed ~y Hart a.s possible her lines without seeming 
''Europe'' 
''Europe'' 
''Europe'' 
''Europe'' 
"Europe," 
''Europe'' 
''Europe'' 
''Europe'' · 
'~Europ~~~ 
the India Symposium has been have either had to accept a mamfest~twns of her ridiculous, but she is limited by 
the present political crisis in government censor or fold. psy_c~olc:>gical need to asse_rt her the lack of a defined character. 
India . Last June, Indira Gandhi. National elections that were po!1hcal au~onomy and leader- Lois Nettleton is saddled with the 
took total control of the country in1 scheduled for last 26 March ha·ve ship. _Ga~dhi spent ma~y ye~r~ of hysterical mother role, and ther:e 
order to enact her agrarian andl been postponed indefinitely. her life m her f~ther s ~ohhcal is ·little she can do with . it. 
economic reforms. Hart offered several ex- shadow. Hart cited her rece~t Richard Harris spends entirely 
Although Ghandi's actions did planations for- these extreme ~ffort~ ~o promote her son Sangi, too much '"time- with his mouth 
not violate India's constitution, it measures. He listed the pressing 1~ P?hhcs .as he~ _met~od of af- wide open and. his eyes closed. I 
heralded the end of 28 years of economic conditions in India, the f1rmmg her political mfluence. su se it's to convey ,grief. He 
democracy in India ,• on Wed- extensive government in- · Hart state? that ~he_fut.~e for m~:Ly- looks dumbfounded. . 
nesday evening in Riverview volvement in black marketipg, de"!',ocracy m India 1s . doubt~- There is little or no direction 
Lounge, Professor Henry Hart of the lack of any '.'pre-disposit10n" ful._ To date, he said, the - evident. Don Taylor seems to 
U.W . Madison addressed the for democracy, and . not~~eable un_derground op- have studi d the melodramatic 
question of why such a takeover ~iscrimination against the poor pos1ho~ to the ~ov~rn~ent has art of Holly\vood, creating climax 
happened in India . built into the soci'al structure. been slight and meffechve. . . after climax with pan shots and.-
Gandhi points to her reforms as Hart pointed to Gandhi's lack Hart had reservatI~ns stirring music. There is only 'SO 
the reason for her seizure of of concern fot modifying the about the_, ref<;>~med Indi_an _ much sentimentalization thaf .;a 
power, Hart explained . She set a existing educational institutions ~overnment s abih~y to acheive picture can hold,and Taylor went. 
ceiling on the maximum size of into social forces instead of its ~oals. He admitt~d t~~t _the over the limit. It is a disjarring 
farms, set a minimum wage for maintaining impractical and regime so fa~, has bwlt a fairly effect to use- romantic locations 
agricultural labor, and placed a outdated liberal arts programs good record, but _also stressed and psuedo-brittle dialogue. It 
moratorium on debts owed to designed for India's intellectual that "f~halel econo_mulict pr
1
oblhems makes the . audience unsure °' 
money lenders. elite. Under government speci ic Y agr1~ ura, ave whether they're·to laugh or cry. 
Gandh.i states her intention is to regulations public schools should only been alleviated and not It 1 k tJi audience un-
"vindicate the poor." She says be forced to shift their priorities ·solved. The success or failure of a so mahesth e went •n the 
ul l the country's annual production sure_ 0~ w Y . ey \V that personal civil liberties are to technological and ,agric tura is still dependant on the monsoon movie m the first place. 
unaffordable luxuries . To insure skills. . · . - -PAULA UHRIG 
the acceptance of her programs, Also, Gandhi's anti-democratic season. 
thousands of the opposition party measures last \ June were 
~allfllly'~ . 
g-izza · 
g-arloI ·· , East 
Formerly known as THE MARK 
Next to Brokaw on College Ave. 
. . . offering ... 
_Ji~ Pastis -' . ~ ·and other delights • 
I . 
Editors 
Needed 
Editors ·for . the followin·g publications. 
needed for the 1976-77 academic year: 
TROPOS . 
LAWRENTIAN 
ARIEL 
If you are interested and want mor.e information, 
call Brad Schade at ·Ext. 633 . 
· Consumer· Electronics 
Wholesale Prices e 
. Tennis team sweeps court 
by Bob Liebman and sunny · skys t d h ' The LU te11nis team finished f ball gree e t e Kolker and Dave Toguchi The 
the dual meet part of their season c~~s ag~~s~st~~~ ~~:~bto t~e. f?~les teams of Togu~hi . 
last weekend with wins over Lake the north St Nonbi t orTsho W1e1kman , ~andler-Kolker, and F t St N b t n , · r er s . e a · er- B1egert also 0;es • .· or, er s , an 'l' Green Knights fell at the hands f ·1 won 
Chicago. The teams record for . the Yikes b a 9-0 ° easi y. the season in dual meets was 9-1 hi hi' h Y score. The In the afternoon , the Yikes had 
with a first place finish in the apgpe!~a~sc~! ~~\;!t'W ;ere th~ a mucdh tougher time in defeating 
Lawrence Invitational to go along D u B' · a . er an_ a. goo Lake Forest team . The 
with .it. Next week the netters fi;stg v1:rg~rt who played 10 their sm~Jes action saw our heros fall 
hope to finish high in the con- rather ea!i\tyy R:ge~sarsandh won behmd 4h-2 dbefore·coming back to 
f t t G . II C II . w o won sweep t e oubles and take a 5-4 erence mee a nnne o ege. for Lawrence were· B b L' b d · · f 
On Saturday morning bright man John Oha.ndle O Gie · e1c
1s10~ rom t~e F_oresters. The 
;:---'-:::-:-::-:-:-::-::---::--:-:::-------' ------,--·:_r:.._, __ a_r...::.y on Y wmners m smgles action 
were Gary Kolker at No . 4 who 
beat Newman 6-1 , 6-1, and Dave 
Toguchi at No . 5 who beat Rentro 
6-2, 6-3. Losers for Lawt ence 
wer~ Liebman at No . 1 who 
dropped a 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 decision to 
Brennan . Chandler at No . 2 who 
lost 6-3, 2-6, 6-3 to Kahn, Rhodes 
at _No. 3 who fell 6-7, 7-5, 7-6 to 
Fried; and Van Duzer who was 
destroyed by Umans 6-1, 6-0. 
The doubles action saw the No . 
2 team of Chandler-Kolker defeat 
Newman-Brennan 6-3, 7-5 and the 
No. 3 team of Van Duzer-Rhodes 
defeat Renfro-Umans 6-3, 6-2. 
~e No. 1 team of Toguchi-
Liebman split their first two sets 
4-6, 6,3 before coming on to take 
the meets deciding set 6-3 and 
ensure a· 5-4 victory for the 
Vikers. 
On Sunday the netters avenged 
one of last years ' defeats by 
defeating Chicago 9-0. No. 1 
Liebman beJ3t Hayes 6-0, 6-1 ; No . 
2 Chandler defeated Lewis 6-3 6-
1; No. 3 Rhodes slipped p~st 
Zchauskas 7-6, 6-2 ; No . 4 Kolker 
raised his winning streak on the 
season to 24 with a win over 
Benda 7-5, 6-2 ; No. 5 Toguchi beat 
Lorello 6-2, 6-3; and No. 6 Van 
Duzer beat Kohl 6-4, 6-2. The 
doubles team of Liebman-
Photo by N. qozzolo Toguchi, Chandler-Kolker and 
GINKE'.S magic thumb works again! Rhodes-Van Duzer all won-·rather 
easily. 
' 
JI'c}9kmen . nab 2nd pl~ce 
. by Don Arnosti 
In a meet with 18 other teams 
from all over the Midwest last 
Saturday, the Lawrence track 
team came away with the second-
.place trophy. The team scored 61 
points, 5 ahead of the third place 
team, Marquette. As has been the 
ca·se all year, the field events 
- were the tracksters strong point, 
with 49 points coming in six 
events. 
.._Leading the way, again , was 
Ron Wopat. He finished first in 
the shot put with a toss of over 50 
feet, followed closely by Gary 
Weiss. This 1-2 combination has 
been unstoppable in the shot all 
year, as they outclassed the 
nearest competition by nearly 
three feet. To top off his day, Ron 
competed· in the 880 and sprint 
medley relays. 
Wopat set a new Beloit Relay 's 
record in the discus . He took first 
by more than 20 feet with a fling 
of 164'6", Wopat was presented 
with a Beloit Relay's ring for his 
efforts. 
Bob Eddy won the high jump 
again this week with a leap of 
6'4" . He edged out Kohl , of Ripon , 
whom he has been battling with 
all season. This v_ictory marks 
the fourth time in a row that 
Eddy has beaten the conference 
record ho1der Kohl. · 
Dave Rosene cleared 13' in the 
pole vault to tie for second in one 
of the best jumps of his college 
career. Also placing in the f_ield 
· events were Steve Lemons in the 
javelin, and Rob Stevens in the 
long jump. Lemons took a fifth 
with a pitch of 172'10", his best all 
season. A jump of 20'10" earned 
Stevens sixth place. 
On the track , the shuttle hurdle 
relay team of Shawn Woods 
Kevin Retelle, John Davis, and 
D~v.e Foss came up with a sur-
pnsmg third: sµrprising because 
the team had never competed 
together previously. The sprint 
medley relay team 6f Stevens 
and Wopat running · 220's, _Jii:n 
Cameron rwming the 440, and· 
8'telle finishing with ·a:half-mile, 
fourth, with a time of 
3:37.7. Rob Stevens had another 
. strenuous day, as he competed in 
the 440 relay, took a 6th in the 100 
yard dash, and was a member of 
the 5th place 880 yard relay team. 
The rest of the team consisted of 
Wopat , Foss and Cameron. 
Kevin Retelle deserves special 
notice for his fine performances. 
In less than one hour , Retelle put 
together a 2:01 half-mile in the 
two mile relay , and a 2:00 half-
mile in the spring medley relay . 
Three miler Jeff Hawley had a 
disappointing day as he missed 
placing by a .mere tenth of a 
second. Hawley was edged out by 
a Beloit runner who he had 
beaten earlier in the season . 
The final tearri meet of the 
season is the conference 
championships taking place 
today and tomorrow at Grinell . 
After a· stron·g season, Lawrence 
is 'rated to finish among the top . 
three teams. The competition will 
be fierce, with Coe, last week's 
Beloit Relays champion, and 
Carleton vying for the crown .. 
Carleton. has some steller 
distance runners who should take 
distance titles from the mile on 
up . This will be the last meet for 
the seniors on the team , so check 
back next week for their results 
and all other team results . 
Athletes to be honored 
The following athletes are 
being honored for their out-
standing participation and 
contribution to Law rence 
athletics. They will receive their 
awards at this year 's Honors _Day 
Convocation . The members of the 
Athletic Department , the Let-
termen's club, and the entire 
L aw rence community 
congratulate these athletes on 
their respective awards. 
CHARLES E. POND SPORT TROPHY - "Awarded an-
nually to the senior. for all-around athleic ability in two or more 
sports where th.is is notably supplemented by s portsman-
ship, school spirit, 'a"nd scholarship / ' . JOHN- DAVIS......: '76 
football, swimming., track. 
IDEN C_HARLES CHA~PIONSHIP CUP - ;,To the best 
all-around_ f!lan on the baSJS of athletic ability, scholarship, and 
college spmt and loyality.'-' LLOYD NORDSTROM _ '76 
football, wrestling . 
LETTE~MAN'S RING - "Awarded by the "L" Club to those 
outstanding seniors that have earned eight or more varsity 
letters_." JOHN DA VIS, STEVE NEUMAN - '76 football, 
wrestling·, track. · 
RALPH V. LANDIS AWARD - "Awarded annuall y to the 
Lawrence senibr who has made the most outstanding contri-
bution to the Lawrence a thletic program through hi s loyalit y, 
dedication , and a bility." JACK ANDERSON - '76 foot ball. 
tennis . 
ARTHUR C. DENNEY TROPHY - ' ' Awarded to the track 
man who has scored the greatest number o'r p~ints during the 
season ·in .intercollegiate competition. · This is supplemented 
with tea,m spirit anq .leadership-plus the recommendation of 
the head track c0ach. '' ~a01~···WOPA.t.:n ... _ . · · 
. •. J 
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, .Vike 9 set ·for Midwest_ tourney 
. ~ . 
The Lawrence University 
baseball team will compete in the 
Midwest Conference baseball 
championships this weekend in 
Mount Vernon, Ia . Teams 
representing the four , Midwest 
Conference states will compete in 
a double elimination tournament 
to determine the 1976 conference 
Champion. . 
Lawrence will compete with 
Cornell College , representing 
Iowa· Monmouth College , 
Illinois· and Coe College, which 
competed with the Minnesota 
schools for a tournament spot. 
According to Viking Coach Rich 
Agness , " Monmouth , the 
returning champion, is the pre-
playoff favorite . We play· them 
first an d if we can get by them, 
we s'hould have a good chance." 
This is the first time in three 
years the Vikings have made the 
playoffs. The last time Lawrence 
co mpeted was in f973. The 
Vikings finished in fourth place m 
the conference that year. 
Lawrence won three of five 
games agai nst Ripon College to 
gain the playoff berth. The 
Vikings compiled a 7-9 record m 
the northern half of the season 
and won one of seven games on 
its spring trip to the south. · 
" We've had a good season 
overall ," Agness said . "The team 
has set a · number of records. 
already, and more .. will probably 
fa ll at the playoffs. " 
records for runs scored and put-
outs . The Vikings have struck out 
only once per 8. 7 times at bat this 
season . If they · can hold that 
mark in the playoffs, they will 
break the old record of once per 
5.3 at bats. 
A number of individual season 
hitting marks are also· on the line 
this weekend. Ready to fall are 
the individual season marks for 
at bats, run·s scored, hits and 
stolen bases. Challenging the 
marks are Blane Lewis , who 
needs only nine at bats and five 
hits to set new m·arks ; Paul 
Scaffidi, who could crack the 
runs scored record; and J eff 
Heimerman , who has a shot at 
the stolen base mark. 
Viking pitcher Jim Wilkinson 
has already tied or set several 
records this season. His five wins 
tie the recorcj for, most wins in a 
season and his two shutouts and 
one 3-hif performance also tie the 
old. marks . His career total of 
three shutouts and three 3-hitters 
are new Lawrence marks. 
Wilkinson also holds the best 
career and ·season _ winning 
percentage of any . Lawrence 
pitcher . . 
Conference playo.f.f ·. action 
begins today, with Lawrence 
facing Monmouth , followed by 
the Coe-Carleton clash . Play will 
continue through Saturday af-
ternoon at which time the con-
f eren~e champion, will be 
crowned. · 
. - ,. 
Golfers · tee off tqday 
The Lawrence University golf 
team will travel to Grinnell , Ia ., 
for the Midwest Conference Golf 
Meet Thursday and Friday. The 
Viking linksmen will play 54 holes 
over two courses in the two days 
to determine the 1976 Midwest 
Conference champion. · • 
The Conference meet will be 
played at Grinnell Country Club 
· and at Oakland Acres Golf 
Course near Grinnell.. 
golfers to the meet who competed 
last year: j411iors Dennis Davis 
and Larry Smith and sophomore 
Peter Johnson . Other top Viking 
gol.fers this season have been 
senior Pat Burch , junior Luke 
Bolp and ·freshmen Jim Werley 
and Dave ,Nitka. Werley and 
Nitka will compete at Grinnell. 
Agness ' team has set new 
season marks in hits , total bases; 
and at bats, and , in the fielding 
area , assists. The team batting 
average of .283 is only .006 off the 
club record and the fielding 
average is .005 ahead of the 
record mark. 
· Monmouth and Coe Colleges 
were s~lected in a poll of coaches 
as the - favorites in the tour-
nament, with Coe receiving a 
slight edge over defending 
champion Monmouth. Carleton 
was selected as the leading 
challenger , with Lawrence , Knox 
and Cornell picked to challenge 
for the other first-division spots . 
Lawrence defeated St. Norbert 
in dual meet action this season 
and dropped dual meets .to 
University of Wisconsin-Green 
Bay twic~ anq St. Norbert once. 
The-Vikings also tied for first _in 9 
quadrangular meet wrth Ripon, . 
Lakeland and Northwestern / 
Colleges and placed sixth in the 
13-team Lakeland Invitational . 
Lawrence finished in sixth 
place· in the 1975 conference 
tournament. The team is coached 
by Ron Roberts. 
P-hoto by E .. Barf'McGulnn 
I_S IT A BIRD? Is it a plane? No, Ws Fred Gannett preparing ~ 
to land. 
Also within reach are the team Lawrence will return three 
TUESDAY .AND ~HURSDAY AFTERNOONS 4:JO P.M. 
LIFE INSURANCE - WHAT If IT? · WHAT CAN IT DO FOR YOU? 
CASUAL T-Y INSURANCE ·,.. HOW D(JES iT WORK? DO YOU NEED IT? 
Mr. Peter Nordell, CLU, General Agent 
Mr. 'Rick Flom, Lawrence . '75, Special Agent · 
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCt .COMPANY 
' . 
,--
...... 
ORMSBY LOUNGE 
FIRST SESSION: May 18 FIRST SESSION: May 18 
' 
seminars· on __ ·._survival_ 
The things ya_J need · to knGw to li\18. 
. . .· ·. . . 
A special serles for senior~ (or anyone else) about t~e nitty-gritty things in life 
no one ever told you about: your credit rating, applyi,.ng for loans, tax~, leases . 
and landlord-tenant obligations, insurance and what it can or can't do for you; 
savings plans, personal finan~e, ancf more. 
·. ' 
